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MINDFULLY DESIGNED
FURNITURE FOR
MENTAL HEALTH
Levo is our NEW innovative reduced-ligature recliner.
Reclined by bodyweight alone, there are no external controls
and the reclining mechanism has been made inaccessible for safety.
 Discover Levo


 



MINDFULLY DESIGNED
FURNITURE FOR
MENTAL HEALTH
Products in our OceanGreen Ryno range include 50%
 recycled content derived from fishing nets and equipment.
 This recycling process prevents unwanted nets reaching
 our oceans and harming sealife, and reduces the carbon 
footprint of Oceangreen products.
 Find out more


 



EVIDENCE BASED DESIGN
Developed in association with Jason Beshore 
 of HDR Architecture, the award wining Boden Rocker 
is designed to provide vestibular, proprioceptive and
tactile inputs to help calm those in crisis.
 Learn more










DESIGNED FOR PEACE OF MIND
We create mindfully designed furniture that is exactly fit for purpose in transforming challenging environments; from mental health facilities and hospitals, to custodial settings and schools.
By taking time to listen, and understanding what really matters, we can match your requirements to the products or services that deliver the ideal solution for you; all while ensuring even the smallest of details are designed for your peace of mind.

	



Unrivaled Strength
From 500kg weight tests to 500,000 stress cycles, all of our products are strength and stability tested for severe contract use to ensure they are built-to-last in challenging environments


	



Optimum Safety
Flame retardant to contract level, all upholstery meets Ignition Source 5 minimum (Source 7 available) to give you peace of mind you're creating the safest environment possible



 Read our story here



PRODUCTS
Our wide range of furniture for challenging environments includes a variety of safe and robust furniture designed to stand the test of time. From seating and tables, to cabinetry and beds, we design furniture for mental health units, prisons and other spaces where safety is paramount



  



Extra Challenging
Our many extra challenging furniture ranges are mindfully designed to maximise safety, promote well-being and support rehabilitation in settings where furniture with specific key features...

 

  



Soft Seating
Ranges containing tub chairs and sofas as well as options for beanbags and reclining chairs make up our soft seating collection; all created with both...

 

  



Dining Room
Dining rooms are at the social heart of many places, including our own homes, and challenging environments are no different. We have an ever-growing collection...

 

  



Bedroom
Our bedroom furniture is sympathetically designed to help create environments which foster rehabilitation while preserving safety. As bedrooms are private, personal spaces continuous observation for...

 

  



Lounge
Our lounge furniture includes a number of heavy-duty sideboards, robust drawer units and bookshelves all ideal for creating a homely feel in living spaces, while...

 

  



Outdoor
For many projects, the use of outside space is ever-important due to the proven health and well-being benefits of fresh air and natural light. Our...

 



MENTAL HEALTH CARE CONCERNS
Safety is paramount in mental health environments - for patients, staff and visitors. When designing our furniture, we consider even the smallest details to help minimise the risk of harm.



  



Ligature Risks
Hanging or strangulation is the most common method of suicide for patients in psychiatric care (used in approximately 75% of cases), so minimising ligature risks is a key area of concern for care providers...

 

  



Weaponisation
Occasions of violence and aggression are not uncommon in psychiatric units as a result of patients being in acute behavioural distress. In these instances, there is a risk of harm to patients, staff and visitors...

 

  



Concealment
Concealment (also known as stashing) of contraband is a significant safety risk in mental health environments....

 

  



Aggression
While care providers will always aim to minimise disruptive behaviour using verbal de-escalation, this approach may not always be successful...

 

  



Infection Control
Children and adults with severe learning disabilities often experience continence problems, caused either by physical or developmental reasons. As well as requiring sensitive nursing care, incontinence can also put additional demands upon furniture...

 

Need help solving a unique issue?
 We love a challenge!



SERVICES
We understand that we are in the business of helping people and listen carefully to our customers' needs. This enables us to match your requirements and deliver a number of services, as well as products, to assist you with your project



  



Visit our showrooms
Book a visit to our showrooms in Kent and Yorkshire to see our products up close, and experience the comfort for yourself.

 

  



Trial Furniture
With our no-obligation trial service, you can be confident in your choice before placing an order.

 

  



3D Space plans
Want to make the most of your space? Our experienced CAD design team is ready to help you create your ideal environment.

 

  



Fitted Furniture
Looking for custom fitted furniture? Our state-of-the-art manufacturing capabilities allow us to create totally bespoke designs to meet your needs.

 

  



After Care
We pride ourselves on our aftercare service. Our support continues beyond the point of sale, going the extra mile to achieve complete customer satisfaction.

 

Stay up-to-date with our latest news and production information
  




CASE STUDIES
Our case studies are the perfect way for you to see how our furniture transforms demanding settings as we continue to learn from each new project, building on over 40 years’ experience
 See all case studies





 "We selected Pineapple because of their excellent knowledge of the healthcare sector and their range of products suitable for high-risk environments, We chose Ryno® because of its demonstrable strength and safety..."





 From understanding the needs of the client to the delivery and installation, we were proud to have worked alongside Lansdowne and IBI Group in creating a safe and modern child-focused space.





 In bedrooms, custom-built beds and open units in a fresh white finish provide practical storage options. The use of vibrant Ryno® tub chairs help influence the colour scheme, which flows throughout the building.





 "...our staff and service users tell us the design of the furniture enhances the environment and gives a fresh and modern feel to the wards."










NEWS
Keep up to date with our latest press releases, announcements relating to new products and projects as well as the latest developments in mental health furniture and products for other challenging environments



  



New: Levo reduced-ligature recliner

 

  



Introducing our Ryno® OceanGreen range

 

  



INTRODUCING: BODEN ROCKER
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Our global network of offices and partners means we're on-hand to help, wherever help is needed.
 XMainland Europe
	 France  Visit Website 
	 Germany  Visit Website 
	 Austria  Visit Website 
	 Switzerland  Visit Website 
	 Poland  Visit Distributor 
	 Hungary  Visit Distributor 
	 Czech Republic  Visit Distributor 
	 Italy  Contact Us 
	 Spain  Contact Us 
	 Malta  Visit Distributor 


Scandinavia
	 Norway  Visit Distributor 
	 Sweden  Visit Distributor 
	 Denmark  Visit Distributor 


North America
	 United States  Visit Website 
	 Canada  Visit Website 


Middle East
	 Saudia Arabia  Contact Us 
	 UAE  Contact Us 
	 Qatar  Visit Distributor 


Australasia
	 Australia  Visit Distributor 
	 New Zealand  Visit Distributor 


Africa
	 South Africa  Visit Distributor 





    
                         